The ground charge density distributions (CDD), elastic charge form factors and proton, charge, neutron, and matter root mean square ( ) radii for stable 40 Ca and 48 Ca have been calculated using single-particle radial wave functions of Woods-Saxon (WS) and harmonic-oscillator (HO) potentials. Different central potential depths are used for each subshell which is adjusted so as to reproduce the experimental single-nucleon binding energies. An excellent agreement between the calculated charge radii and experimental data are found for both nuclei using WS and HO potentials. The calculated proton radii for 40 Ca are found to be in good agreement with experiment data using both WS and HO potentials while the results for 48 Ca showed an overestimation in WS potential and slight overestimation in HO potential. The calculated neutron radii are found to be well predicted in HO potential for both 40 Ca and 48 Ca, while there is overestimation in WS results for both isotopes. The calculated matter radii showed good agreement with experimental data for 40 Ca using WS potential while the result is underestimated in HO potential. For 48 Ca, the results obtained with HO potential is underestimated and slightly underestimated with WS potential. For both nuclei, the calculated ground charge density distributions evaluated with WS are in better agreement with the data than those of HO potential. Finally, the results of the calculated elastic charge form factors demonstrate excellent agreement with experimental data for both nuclei under study in WS potential on contrary to the results of HO potential which are completely failed to predict the existence of third diffraction minimum.
Introduction
The spatial extent of atomic nuclei and the radial distribution of nuclear charge and matter have received great attention [1] . They are important to explore sizes and shapes of nuclei, besides to test the validity of the nuclear single-particle wave functions used especially in density folding models [2] . Because of the Gaussian fall-off behavior at large r of the harmonic-oscillator (HO) radial wave functions which does not reproduce the correct exponential tail. The HO potential is not accurate to describe the nuclear central confining potential because the potential continues to give a contribution even for much larger r and does not become or approaches zero. Elton and Swift [3] generated wave functions in a parameterized single-particle local potential and adjusted the parameters so as to fit the shape of the wave functions to elastic electron scattering data and the eigenenergies to the proton separation energies in the 1p and 2s-1d shell nuclei. Gibson et. al. [4] studied the ground state of the 4 He nucleus using the single-particle phenomenological model. Wave functions were generated from a potential (WS form) whose parameters are chosen to reproduce the correct neutron separation energy. The proton separation energy, electron scattering form factors were then calculated. Gamba et. al. [5] determined the parameters of a WS potential well for ten p-shell nuclei by fitting the electron scattering form factors and single-particle binding energies. Brown et. al. [6] described a new method of calculating nuclear charge and matter distributions. The method was applied to the core nuclei 16 O and 40 Ca. Brown et. al. [7] calculated the rms radii of valence orbits in the tin isotopes using the single-particle potential model. Streets et. al. [8] extracted the nuclear matter distributions from high-energy proton scattering data for many nuclei and compared with calculations using the single-particle potential method with a standard potential. Brown et. al [9] analyzed the best available data on the charge and matter distributions of 208 Pb using (a) a WS potential and (b) a Hartree-Fock potential based on Skyrme interactions (c) a combination of the two, WS for the surface region and SkyrmeHartree-Fock for the interior. Lojewski et. al.
[10] used realistic single-particle WS potential to evaluate the mean-square charge radii of even-even nuclei. Lojewski and Dudek [11] evaluated the proton and neutron separation energies and mean square charge radii within the WS plus BCS model for even-even nuclei with
. The various parametrizations of the WS potential were examined. Schwierz et. al. [12] established a new parametrization for the WS potential. Its six parameters are fitted to single-particle spectra around doubly magic nuclides and experimental charge radii. In [13] the eigenvalues have been calculated using Numerov method for a Sturm-Liouville problem defined with the boundary values ( ) ( ) . Recently, Arkan [14] has been calculated the nuclear charge density distributions, elastic charge form factors and rms charge, proton, neutron and matter radii for 4 He, 12 C and 16 O nuclei using WS and HO radial waves function using different well potential depths for WS potential for each subshell.
This work is an extension to the work in [12] and it is dedicated to calculate ground CDDS, elastic charge form factors and charge proton, neutron and matter radii of 40 Ca and 48 Ca nuclei using the radial wave functions of WS and HO potentials.
Theoretical formulations
The radial part of the Schrödinger equation for the single-particle radial wave function can be written as [6] : (1) where ( ) is the reduced mass of the core (A-1) and single nucleon, m is the nucleon mass, A is the atomic mass, is the single nucleon binding energy, ( ) is the radial eigenfunction of WS potential, n,l, and j are the principal, orbital angular, and total quantum numbers. In eq. (1), the local potential ( ) can be written for WS potential as [3, 5] :
. Represents the central part of ( ), is the strength or depth of central potential, the is the diffuseness and ( ) is the radius parameter. (4) where ( ) with and .
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Eq. (4) represents the spin-orbit part of ( ), is the pion mass, is the strength or depth of spin-orbit potential, is the diffuseness of spin-orbit part, ( ) is the radius parameter of spin-orbit and ̂ and ̂ are the angular momentum and the spin operators respectively.
Finally, in Eq. (2) ( ) indicates the Coulomb potential generated by a homogeneous charged sphere and can be written as [15] : The point density distributions of neutrons and protons can be found from [16] :
where for proton, and for neutron, represents the number of neutrons ( ) or protons ( ) in the nlj-subshell.
The matter density distributions can be calculated from Eq. (7) as
It is worth mentioning that the summation in Eq. (7) and (8) spans all occupied orbits.
In order to compare the calculated point proton density distributions with the experimental densities, the finite proton size is required to be included. The charge density distribution ( ) (CDD) is obtained by folding the proton density into the distribution of the point proton density in Eq. (7) as follows [17] : . The radii of neutron, proton, charge and matter can be directly deduced from their density distributions [17] as follows:
where stands for (number of neutrons), (atomic number which is the same for proton and charge) and , respectively.
In the first Born approximation the elastic neutron, proton, charge and matter form factors are Fourier transforms of the corresponding density distributions [17] : 
Results and Discussion:
The nuclear CDDs, elastic charge form factors, and charge, proton, neutron and matter radii are calculated in terms of the independent particle model [15, 16] The results of the calculated charge form factors are illustrated in Figs. (2a and b) for 40 Ca and 48 Ca, respectively. The calculated results using the radial wave functions of WS and HO potentials are indicated by solid and dashed curves, respectively. The dotted curves in Fig. (2) are the experimental data and taken from [23] . Again, it is obvious from Figs. (2a and b) that the calculated results using WS radial wave functions depicted by solid curves are better representing the data than that of HO potential depicted by dashed curves, where the radial wave functions of HO potential failed to predict the existence of the third diffraction minima for both 40 Ca and 48 Ca. 
Conclusions
The nuclear CDD, elastic charge form factors, and charge, proton, neutron and matter radii besides single nucleon binding energies are investigated for both 40 Ca and 48 Ca using the radial wave functions of WS and HO potentials. It is found an excellent agreement between the calculated charge radii and experimental data for both isotopes in both WS and HO potentials. The results of the calculated proton radii for 40 Ca are found to be in good agreement with experiment data using both WS and HO potentials while the results for 48 Ca showed an overestimation in WS potential and slight overestimation in HO potential in comparison with experimental data. The results for the calculated neutron radii are found to be well predicted in HO potential for both 40 Ca and 48 Ca, while there is overestimation in WS results for both isotopes. The calculated matter radii showed good agreement with experimental data for 40 Ca using WS potential while the result is underestimated in HO potential. For 48 Ca, the results using HO potential is underestimated and slightly underestimated using WS potential. The calculated CDDs using WS radial wave functions are in good agreement with experimental data for both 40 Ca and 48
Ca. Regarding the calculated charge form factors, the results in WS potential is in much better agreement with experimental data using WS where the results using HO potential are completely failed to predict the existence the third diffraction minimum for both isotopes under study.
